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Abstract  
Drawing on approaches to class stressing the multiplicity of labour relations at work under 
capitalism and from feminist insights on oppression and social reproduction, this paper 
illustrates the interconnection between processes of class formation and patriarchal 
norms in globalised production circuits. The analysis emphasises the nexus between the 
commodification and exploitation of women’s labour, and how it structures gendered-
wage differentials, labour control, and the high ‘disposability’ of women’s work. The 
analysis develops these arguments by exploring the case of the Indian garment industry 
and its gendered sweatshop regime. It illustrates how commodification and exploitation 
interplay in factory and home-based realms, and discusses how an approach on class 
premised on social reproduction changes the social perimeters of what we understand as 
labour ‘unfreedom’ and labour struggles.  
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Introduction 

Feminist analyses have greatly contributed to our understandings of how gender matters for 
the study of the ‘global assembly line’ and its implications for development processes.1 
These analyses have a long history, starting with Ester Boserup’s early concerns of how 
industrial development could potentially marginalise women.2 Subsequently, as export-
oriented industrialisation seemed to erase women’s industrial ‘marginalisation’, feminist 
studies evolved into the rich literature on labour ‘feminisation’.3 This focused on different 
gendered aspects of the internationalization of factory production, whose trends were 
initially placed under the microscope by Diane Elson and Ruth Pearson.4  

As argued by Jennifer Bair, from this period onwards studies on globalization, women and 
work can be divided on the basis of methodological standpoints.5 Early studies focus on the 
impact of the globalisation of production on women. They interpret gender as a key source 
of ‘horizontal’ or ‘durable’ inequality6 crossing global labour markets, which are ‘bearers of 
gender’.7 They map the multiple ‘circuits of survival’8 the global economy opened up for 
women, and emphasise the harsh deal women get in terms of wages and working 
conditions.9 A second set of studies explore how gender and capitalist relations articulate on 
the global shopfloor, leading to specific managerial practices of labour control and to the 
formation of new gendered labour subjectivities.10 A third set of contributions, like Melissa 
Wright’s Disposable Women11, analyse how the subordination of women in production also 
plays out across domains of representation that construct them as intrinsically ‘disposable’. 
Factories build the myth of ‘disposability’ by appealing to patriarchal obligations mimicking 
the household division of labour.12 Overall, this literature is dominated by three main 
‘tropes’ in its assessment of gendered disadvantages in production; the study of gendered 
wage-differentials; of labour disciplining and control; and of the social construction of the 
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feminine body as intrinsically ‘disposable’, ‘replaceable’, or ‘spendable’. Its evolution seems 
to aspire to incrementally develop a systemic feminist critique to global capitalism.13 

Also the prolific literature on global commodity and value chains (GGCs and GVCs) - 
including its new avatar focusing on global production networks (GPNs) – has contributed 
substantially to the study of women and work across global industries.14 This literature has 
been primarily concerned with ‘gendering’ chains or networks by mapping the incorporation 
of women as workers across their different tiers.15 While numerous studies have focused on 
factory realms, some noteworthy contributions have also explored links between chains and 
households.16 By deploying gender as an important ‘residual’ category for the measurement 
of differential labour outcomes17, these studies have contributed to our understanding of 
gender inequality within globalised circuits.  

However, gender inequality is not simply an outcome of globalisation; it also crucially 
shapes its functioning.18 This further expands the possibility for the development of feminist 
analyses to global commodity chains and networks, as recently argued by Wilma Dunaway.19 
Aiming to contribute to such analyses, and combining Marxian and Feminist insights, this 
article illustrates the relation between patriarchal norms and class in the Indian garment 
industry. This industry organises in a complex global commodity chain or network, 
stretching across the whole Subcontinent and forming a ‘sweatshop regime’20 characterised 
by greatly distinct gendered outcomes, patterns of feminisation, and processes of social 
reproduction. In addressing the relation between patriarchal norms and class, the narrative 
insists on the nexus between processes of commodification and exploitation of women’s 
work and illustrates how this shapes all three key ‘tropes’ explaining the gendered 
disadvantage in production, as identified above; namely, gendered wage-differentials, 
labour discipline, and the construction of ‘disposability’. Given its line of enquiry, the article 
contributes to the theme of this special issue of ‘bringing class back into Development 
Studies’ by illustrating productive points of contact between Marxian and Feminist insights 
on processes of class formation in developing areas working for global markets.  

The article is organised as follows. In section two, the analysis reflects on fruitful ways to 
understand the relation between class formation and patriarchal norms, drawing from 
insights based on the work of Silvia Federici, Maria Mies, Barbara Harriss-White and Nandini 
Gooptu. It highlights how these can be placed in conversation with approaches to class 
stressing the diversity of labour relations and labour ‘unfreedom’ within capitalism, as 
theorised by Henry Bernstein and Jairus Banaji. In the light of this conversation, section 
three analyses the nexus between processes of commodification and exploitation of 
women’s labour in global production circuits, and how it structures gendered wage-
differentials, labour control and ‘disposability’. Section four analyses the Indian garment 
industry and its sweatshop. It illustrates the different processes of feminisation at work and 
shows how the nexus between commodification and exploitation structures gendered wage 
differentials, labour control and disposability for women factory workers and homeworkers. 
The concluding section derives the implications of the analysis for debates on struggles and 
unfreedom in global production circuits through a feminist lens. The analysis suggests that a 
separation between struggles against commodification and against exploitation does not 
hold when it comes to women’s labouring experiences.  

The empirical evidence informing this paper is based on multiple rounds of multi-sited 
fieldwork in India, across a span of over ten years. Fieldwork was carried out between 
September 2004 and July 2005; March and April 2010; January and May 2012; and April and 
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September 2013. It involved different methods of enquiry, ranging from interviews with key 
informants to semi-quantitative questionnaires and more ethnographic observations, 
particularly in the urban, peri-urban and rural home-based settings that compose the most 
decentralised echelons of the garment commodity chain and its sweatshop.  

 

Class, patriarchal norms and social reproduction  

Debates on class and gender have featured prominently in Marxist feminist analyses, 
despite resenting from the ‘unhappy marriage of Marxism and Feminism’.21 As underlined 
by Nancy Folbre, orthodox Marxist and neoclassical economics analyses have theorised the 
household and reproductive activities in extraordinarily similar ways, despite antithetical 
understandings of the ‘firm’.22 Both intellectual traditions have kept a neat separation 
between public and private sphere. Feminist scholars have rejected this separation and the 
type of class analysis it generates, as they are greatly problematic.  

First, by confining the study of working class formation to the public ‘productive’ sphere, 
value-generation is implicitly embedded in a wage-centric view of ethics.23 Within this 
schema, the main struggle for the ‘wageless’ is entering the wage-relation.24 This take on 
class formation devalues reproductive activities - i.e. ‘work’ as opposed to ‘labour’ 25– that 
are re-labelled as unproductive because unpaid or unwaged. The contribution by those 
engaging in these activities - mainly women – is thus seen as lying outside the process of 
labouring.  

Second, takes on class centred on the public sphere and on production understand ‘social 
difference’ as merely produced by capitalism, rather than also structuring its functioning and 
possessing a certain degree of autonomy. Instead, while capitalism has triggered distinct 
processes of ‘housewifisation’ and ‘domestication’ of women26, it neither ‘invented’ 
patriarchal norms nor other modes of social oppression, premised on race, caste, ethnicity 
or geographical provenance. Intersectionality theory27 has partially brought this point home, 
stressing the need to look at the way in which forms of social oppression ‘intersect’ in 
experiences of subalterneity, shaping complex ‘geographies of power’.28  

However, often, mere reference to ‘intersections’ risks remaining a descriptive exercise, 
simply indicating overlaps between social categories, as in a Venn diagram. The point, 
instead, is explaining their relation, on the basis of key analytical concerns. In the analysis 
developed here, the key concern is: how do we understand class and class formation, once 
we account for forms of social oppression like patriarchal norms? This question does not aim 
at suggesting the ‘primacy’ of class per se vis-à-vis other social categories29, a position that I 
find both analytically and politically unhelpful, as often dismissive of social concerns other 
than class struggle as ‘secondary’. Instead, it aims at underlining the need to understand 
class as a relational category that, as argued by Leela Fernandez in her study of Calcutta’s 
jute mills, is always ‘marked by difference, as it is continually been manufactured through 
identity’30. Overall, class is shaped by a multiplicity of social relations, and experienced 
differently by different social groups. 

Arguably, beyond the realm of economics, some Marxian analyses have explicitly stressed 
the multiplicity of labour relations at work under global capitalism, challenging narrow 
understandings of class. Looking at processes of accumulation and proletarianisation in 
historical perspective, Banaji has highlighted the co-existence of ‘free’ and unfree’ labour 
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throughout the history of capitalism. In a similar vein, but privileging the current workings of 
capitalism in its neoliberal phase, Bernstein has convincingly argued that contemporary 
processes of proletarianisation result in the formation of multiple ‘classes of labour’, with 
different relations to means of production, subsistence and reproduction. 31 In India, these 
classes are set on a continuum encompassing both formal and informal realms.32  

From a feminist standpoint, these understandings of class represent an initial fruitful avenue 
to recover social reproduction as a key dimension of the debate on the relational nature of 
class. However, arguably, in these accounts, social reproduction remains an area to be 
‘discovered’, in either its relation to labour ‘unfreedom’ or in the constitution of the ‘classes 
of labour’. In fact, social reproduction does not simply mean labour reproduction. Indeed, 
people also ‘live outside work’.33 They may not from the point of view of capital, but they 
certainly do so from their own standpoint. Nobody simply lives to labour, even when, as for 
large swathe of the working poor34, this ends up being the case in practice.   

A number of feminist analyses and/or contributions from female scholars may be deployed 
to specifically complement Banaji’s and Bernstein’s analyses. A productive engagement with 
the relation between class and patriarchal norms would be one accounting for the 
multiplicity of relations of proletarianisation - or forms of exploitation, as Banaji puts it 35 - 
generated by capitalism, but at the same time also engaging with a broader understanding 
of social reproduction anchored to forms of social oppression that mediate class, but also 
pre-exist it. For this purpose, the work of Federici and Mies, and that of Harriss-White and 
Gooptu stand out as particularly helpful. Mies and Federici provide solid tools to anchor the 
study of production to social reproduction.36 Harriss-White and Gooptu develop an analysis 
of class premised on its relation with social oppression.37 Let us review these contributions.  

In her feminist account of primitive accumulation in Europe, Silvia Federici highlights how 
this process was ‘not simply an accumulation and concentration of exploitable workers and 
capital. It was also an accumulation of differences and divisions within the working class, 
whereby hierarchies built upon gender, as well as ‘race’ and age, became constitutive of 
class rule and the formation of the modern proletariat’.38 In a similar vein, Maria Mies  
argues that accumulation starts from reproductive realms, which represent the foundations 
for women’s labour appropriation inside and outside the household. Drawing from Rosa 
Luxemburg’s view of capitalism, Mies theorises accumulation as based on multiple and ‘on-
going’ processes of dispossession, targeting women’s unpaid labour as well as nature.39  

Focusing more specifically on social processes structuring class, and analysing the world of 
India’s ‘unorganised’ labour, Harriss-White and Nandini Gooptu observe how social 
institutions and structural differences mediate the very process of class formation. Overall, 
these institutions and structures represent the complex constellation of inequalities and 
social differences capital can exploit to proletarianise40, condemning different social groups 
to distinct ‘struggles over class’41. Karin Kapadia’s study of gem-cutters in Tamil Nadu 
illustrates this point, showing how female gem-cutters represented a wholly different type of 
working class from their male counterparts 42– in short, a distinct ‘class of labour’. This is 
because gender ideologies and practices mediated women’s entry into the world of labour.   

These contributions complement analyses stressing the multiplicity of processes of 
proletarianisation. By insisting on social reproduction and social oppression beyond class or 
pre-existing class, but mediating the process of class formation, these insights move the 
attention from processes of labour exploitation to processes of labour commodification. 
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Ultimately, capitalism ‘produces’ multiple ‘classes of labour’ and/or combinations of ‘free’ 
and ‘unfree’ labour by deploying already socially ‘classed’ bodies. This observation does not 
aim at demeaning the relevance of exploitation, but it does suggest the urgency to revisit its 
co-constitutive relation with commodification. I turn to this issue below by focusing on the 
role patriarchal norms play in global production circuits.  

 

Commodification and exploitation as two sides of the same (gendered) coin 

An understanding of class accounting for both social reproduction and social oppression is 
crucial to capture women’s labouring experiences in global production circuits. Global 
commodity chains and production networks are ‘gendered’ socio-economic formations, 
characterised by high female employment rates across many sectors, like garments43 or 
electronics.44 In fact, chains and networks are feminised to their very core, far beyond 
factory realms.45 Patriarchal norms pave their inner socio-economic fabric, even when 
women’s employment rates appear as marginal. Firstly, women can be incorporated as 
home-based labour, far more ‘invisible’ than factory labour. Secondly, women’s unpaid 
labour may be mobilised in various ways within the production process. For instance, 
women’s unpaid labour in family-based units may be crucial for the survival of petty 
commodity production inside globalised circuits. It may work as a reproductive subsidy to 
the productive household. The study of global production networks should also involve the 
study of global ‘reproduction networks’.46  

The woman’s question in production – and that of disadvantaged groups in general - initially 
presents itself as a question of differential pricing. The process of labouring has a lower price 
whenever ‘contained’ in a feminine body. The body is indeed the first ‘machine’ invented by 
capitalism.47 Hence, the multiple forms of exploitation48 labouring classes experience are 
structured around multiple forms of labour commodification. This does not mean the two 
processes – labour commodification and exploitation- can ever be separated, as both take 
place simultaneously within global production circuits.  

In contemporary labour debates, instead, narratives counterpoising commodification and 
exploitation have gained momentum, based on relatively polarised understandings of 
Marxist or Polanyian concerns and ‘struggles’.49 The extent to which one can conceptualise 
commodification as a primarily Polanyian ‘concern’ and exploitation as a primarily Marxist 
‘concern’ is subject to intense debate. A thorough review of this debate goes beyond the 
scope of this paper.50 However, one can argue that at least when it comes to labouring 
experiences, commodification and exploitation cannot be separated; they are two sides of 
the same coin. Groups subject to harsh forms of social oppression, like women, already 
enter Marx’s ‘abode of production’ with a lower ‘price-tag’ stuck to their body, and this sets 
the basis for higher exploitation rates. In short, when it comes to women, commodification 
and exploitation are co-constitutive of the experience of labour (and class) subordination.  

This nexus between labour commodification and exploitation is relevant to the study of all 
key ‘tropes’ shaping debates on gender, work and global production. This nexus shapes 
gendered wage-differentials, influenced labour discipline on the shopfloor, and contributes 
to the social construction of women workers as highly ‘disposable’. Let us now move the 
analysis to the Indian garment industry and its complex sweatshop, where women may be 
incorporated in ‘adverse’ ways51, marginalised or excluded, while always remaining central 
to the process of value generation. The case study unveils the distinct ways in which this 
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nexus works in practice in factory and non-factory realms, and illustrates its links with 
patterns of social reproduction.  

 

The India garment ‘mall’ & the patriarchal foundations of its sweatshop ‘classes of labour’ 

The garment industry in India articulates in a complex commodity chain that incorporates 
multiple industrial ‘clusters’. Product specialisation varies dramatically across clusters, on 
the basis of local industrial trajectories and the incorporation into different garment 
commodity markets. Focusing on product specialisation, and looking at India through the 
eyes of sourcing actors, the entire Subcontinent can be re-imagined as a giant clothing 
department store - a sort of ‘India-mart’ where different garment ‘collections’ are available 
at different ‘floors’. Northern and eastern India, the upper floor of this India-mart, specialise 
in niche garment lines. Delhi focuses on embroidered ladieswear production, Jaipur owes its 
fortunes to print-based items, Ludhiana is renowned as the woollens capital of India, and 
Kolkata has turned into a centre for cheap knitwear and woven garments, like nightwear 
and kidswear. The lower floors of India-mart instead, namely southern India, are dominated 
by the mass production of ‘basic’ items.52 Bangalore and Chennai specialise in outerwear or 
menswear. Tiruppur developed a strong competitive advantage in cotton knitwear.53 
Mumbai, in the west, although still listed as a key garment centres, is now mainly a centre 
for the registration of transactions; the ‘till’ of India-Mart. It hosts the headquarters of some 
garment companies whose industrial premises are located elsewhere on the basis of 
processes of ‘backshoring’.54  

Patterns of product specialisation are linked to varied labour relations and outcomes. In fact, 
in India, the garment sweatshop can be conceptualised as a complex and varied ‘regime’, 
composed of multiple spaces of work, capital-labour relations, changing on the basis of the 
‘physical materiality’ of production55, and with systematic, health-depleting effects for the 
labouring body.56 In the upper floor of India-mart, where niche production is located, 
factory-labour is composed of male migrants, mainly from Uttar Pradesh (UP) and Bihar. 
Multiple non-factory labour realms are deployed for value-addition.57  

Women are mainly incorporated in home-based production, either as family aids in petty 
commodity units, or as individual homeworkers. In factories, women mainly work in semi-
skilled activities, like checking, threadcutting or packing. Only few factories employ women 
as tailors.58 The social profile of women home-based workers changes on the basis of the 
activities performed. Hindu women (of varied castes and civil status) in the NCR engage in 
needle-based embroidery, known as moti-work. Muslim women (generally from low Muslim 
castes, and varied civil status) engage in adda-work – a type of embroidery deploying a 
traditional Muslim handloom. Adda-work connected to export markets takes place in the 
NCR and in peri-urban and rural UP.59 

Across the lower, southern floors of India-mart, instead, factory work is feminised. In 
Chennai and Bangalore, around 90 percent of the entire garment factory shopfloor is 
composed of women workers. Until the early 2000s, workers mainly came from nearby peri-
urban and rural areas and villages.60 Today, significant patterns of long-distant migration are 
also observed.61 In Tiruppur, the labour relations defining the sweatshop combine features 
of both northern and southern clusters. Male migrants are a significant component of the 
workforce, but a rising number of migrant women crowd the shopfloor since the 2000s.62  
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On the basis of the sketch drawn above, gender differences in the Indian garment industry 
and its sweatshop can be conceptualised in different ways. A first approach would analyse 
gender differences in terms of the availability of ‘productive’, paid employment in factories 
for women. By adopting this approach, where gender is interpreted in terms of biological 
sex of the workforce, India’s sweatshop regime would ‘appear’ as feminised only in 
Southern India, where armies of women workers are visible on the shopfloor.63 Notably, this 
approach sets India as an outlier vis-à-vis other producing nodes of the garment commodity 
chain, like Bangladesh64, Sri Lanka65, Mexico66, Thailand67 or China68, where women 
constitute the majority of the workforce. On the other hand, India as a whole is 
characterised by low levels of feminisation in manufacturing units69, so that observers talk 
about ‘de-feminisation’70.  

A second approach, instead, would entail engaging with the way in which gender structures 
the very foundation of India’s sweatshop regime, by setting the participation of women in 
certain activities or their exclusion and/or marginalisation in others, on the basis of 
processes of cost minimisation. In this light, ‘feminisation’ does not only refer to 
employment rates in factories, but to the multiple ways in which gender may be mobilised 
across sweatshops to minimise the costs of different set of activities and tasks. This second, 
more complex take on feminisation does not simply entail the study of the sex division of 
labour in factories. It also entails a critical assessment of the variation in the ways in which 
patriarchal norms can be deployed to maximise processes of surplus extraction across 
different labour processes. This take is useful to distinguish between qualitatively different 
processes through which women’s labour is appropriated. First, it allows a re-appraisal of 
the production and labour outcomes characterising the garment industry in the north. 
Second, it opens up a fruitful avenue to address issues of class formation in the industry, as 
they interplay with patriarchal norms and social reproduction more broadly.  

As noted above, northern garment areas appear as characterised by a highly ‘masculine’ 
geography of labour. In the NCR, for instance, male migrants dominate every inch of 
industrial areas, crowding factories, workshops, and hostels. This ‘footloose proletariat’71 
represents the most visible among the ‘classes of labour’ inhabiting the sweatshop in the 
north. In non-factory realms, hosting other classes like petty commodity producers and 
individual homeworkers72, women’s contribution is higher, although often obscured in 
statistics.73 It strongly intertwines with social reproduction. When women participate as 
family aids to the petty commodity enterprise, which often covers a (disguised) labouring 
role in broader production circuits, their contribution is obscured by the leading role played 
by male family heads. The family works as a unit of production and consumption, and given 
women’s key role in reproductive activities, it is hard to separate their ‘productive’ 
contribution. When women work as individual homeworkers, their productive contribution 
could technically be distinguished from that of other household members who may engage 
in other activities. However, in practice, this is a complex exercise, because both the space 
and time of all activities – productive and reproductive – intertwine.74  

Notably in the north, the non-factory realms of production to which women significantly 
contribute are crucial arenas for processes of value addition, like embroidery. Garments can 
double their Free On Board (FOB) price once embroidered.75 This means that while women’s 
contribution to the production process may look modest, it is still central to value 
generation. In short, if one adopts a broader take on the relation between gender practices 
and labour, India’s sweatshop regime seems crossed by at least two processes of 
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feminisation; the feminisation of factory production (in the south), and the feminisation of 
processes of value addition (in the north). In both cases, the sweatshop systematically banks 
on women’s gender disadvantage to minimise the costs of the key industrial activities in 
distinct market segments. In the south, by feminising a shopfloor producing basic 
production, employers minimise overall production costs, which are mainly factory-based. 
In the north, by relegating value addition to non-factory realms and drawing from women’s 
invisible contribution, employers minimise the costs of what otherwise would be expensive 
ancillary tasks. Overall, women’s contribution to the sweatshop is always over-represented 
at the core of processes of value generation. This is why women may be over-represented at 
the top and at the bottom of the garment chain and its work hierarchy, at the same time.  

Moreover, once the analysis accounts for social reproduction, further insights can be gained 
on the ‘classes of labour’ inhabiting the sweatshop. Recent survey data on working and 
living conditions and workers’ social profile in the NCR76 show that the male migratory 
labourforce engage in multiple processes of labour circulation. The first is yearly circulation, 
through which a share of migrant workers (roughly one third) goes in and out industrial 
areas to return to their (generally rural) place of origin. I define the second as ‘labour-
process based circulation’. This indicates the pace through which male workers go in and 
out factories and workshops in the NCR. Lack of resistance to this process must be 
understood in relation to the minimal variation in wages and social contributions across 
units.77 The third type of circulation entails workers’ ‘march’ out of the sweatshop, once 
their working life in the industry terminates, when they are merely 30-35.78 This breakdown 
of labour circulation in distinct sub-components unveils the multiple temporalities shaping 
sweatshop experiences. In fact, the recovery of ‘time’ as a key category to assess labour 
outcomes helps problematizing simplistic, modernising, narratives stressing capital’s 
‘civilising’ influence.79 These narratives are an example of ‘elite-development theory’.80 

Processes of circulation may often be lonely experiences for male migrants, who generally 
leave their families behind. Back in the village, women and other family members cover a 
subsistence role for the household.81 Obviously, this depends on the social profile of male 
migrants, with differences existing between youth and adults with family responsibilities, 
those owning land or the landless.82 However, in all cases, the male experience of circulation 
should be seen as also resulting from patriarchal norms, that establish who accesses 
mobility and who is instead left behind.  

Overall, the classes of labour of the Indian sweatshop not only have a different relation to 
social reproduction and patriarchal norms; they are also differently ‘produced’ on their basis. 
These distinct classes emerge on the basis of already defined social differences and 
interplays between production and social reproduction; in other words, on the basis of 
already ‘socially classed’ bodies. Both men and women enter the sweatshop carrying this 
social baggage, which impacts upon their positioning in the garment work hierarchy, their 
payments and labouring experience overall. This baggage sets the ‘price’ of their labouring 
bodies while also impacting upon exploitation rates. The next section explores the nexus 
between labour commodification and exploitation more in depth, and illustrates the ways in 
which it crosses the processes of feminisation at work in factory and home-based settings, 
structuring gendered wage-differentials, labour discipline, and ‘disposability’.  
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Gendered wage-differentials, labour discipline & disposability in and outside the factory  

In her study of East Asia, Stephanie Seguino83 shows how the ‘comparative advantages of 
gender disadvantage’84 were systematically mobilised to boost export competitiveness. The 
state, always a key agent in the reproduction of ‘gender regimes’85, channelled female 
factory employment towards selected industries, to reproduce patriarchal norms despite 
women’s rising employment rates. Men were still able to access better jobs with better pay. 
Indeed, gender wage-differentials always reflect the status of women as cheaper, secondary 
workers. Both the household and the factory participate in reproducing these differentials. 
The household delivers the woman at the factory gates with a lower ‘price tag’. The factory 
takes her in and turns this price into labour surplus. Women are subjected to both the 
‘family patriarch’ and the ‘capitalist patriarch’.86 Women’s lower wage represents, at once, 
the cost of their social oppression and the higher rate of their exploitation. In this light, 
gendered wage-differentials always mirror the nexus between commodification and 
exploitation, shaped by patriarchal norms.  

Within the production space, the construction of the woman as a cheap worker is 
strengthened through discursive practices.87 Factories resemble the division of labour inside 
the home, with male supervisors in positions of authority. While discussed as separate 
‘tropes’, gendered wage differentials and labour control exist in a relation of co-
determination. Women enter factories as cheaper workers and are subject to discourses of 
work that justify their ‘cheapness’ and impose tight forms of control. Discourses of work 
appealing to gendered stereotypes perpetuate wage-differentials, and so on, in a circular 
process. Notably, these discourses may turn the woman into a ‘nimble finger’ naturally 
gifted at specific tasks88, or into an unskilled worker unequipped for others. Also in relation 
to gendered patterns of labour control, commodification and exploitation cannot be 
disentangled. They are set on a continuum of practices through which gender disadvantages 
in production are manufactured.   

Similar reflections can be made with respect to the construction of women workers as 
inherently ‘disposable’. As argued by Wright, ‘disposability’ is not only the process through 
which women are socially and materially constructed as a temporary workforce. What 
makes the reified category ‘Third World Woman’ more disposable than other subjects - 
after all, as labour informalisation gains momentum also men are exposed to high degrees 
of precariousness – is that her disposability plays out in both material and representational 
realms. The myth of global capitalism constructs the woman worker as the bearer of the 
‘abstract condition of disposability’89.  

In sum, patriarchal norms mediate women’s differential entry into the labouring experience, 
structure women’s shopfloor experience, and also endlessly recreate an imagery of gender 
subjugation. Also in relation to ‘disposability’, the inseparable nexus between labour 
commodification and exploitation holds. In fact, this imagery is strategically deployed to 
further and justify both processes; namely, the labour of women as initially ‘priced’ cheaper, 
and the intensity of women’s labouring experience on the shopfloor. This said, the ways in 
which these processes manifest in practice varies considerably. Patriarchal norms are not 
monolithic, and vary across geographical areas90. They also vary across production domains. 
In the Indian garment sweatshop, these norms structure the labouring practices of women 
in both factory and non-factory settings, but this is experienced in distinct ways by the 
woman factory worker and the woman home-worker.   
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1) The woman garment factory worker in India 

For women factory workers, today’s leading ‘class of labour’ in the feminised garment hubs 
of Chennai and Bangalore, the ‘discovery’ of gendered wage differentials by employers in 
the 1980s worked as a powerful recruiting device. In a somewhat ‘classic’ trajectory of 
feminisation, employers substituted male ‘troublesome’ labour with what they refer to as 
female more ‘docile’ and ‘loving’ labour. This move also made sense in relation to the 
evolution of product specialisation, which targeted basic clothing to compete with northern 
export centres, leading to an expansion of manufacturing capacity.91  

The establishment of larger manufacturing units, coupled with a specialisation in basic 
garments like jeans, shirts, or jackets, meant that these southern employers placed 
particular emphasis on strategies at cost minimisation inside factory realms. Following a 
number of strikes involving the early male factory labourforce, employers started employing 
women from nearby villages and districts.92 The new women recruits were paid a wage that 
was substantially lower than their male counterparts. By 2005, the wage-differential 
between the NCR and Bangalore was almost one third. Until then, the most significant 
labour advocacy work targeting the industry was carried out by the labour NGO Cividep, 
while (largely male-dominated) unions played a marginal role. Recently, however, also 
thanks to the establishment of the NTUI-affiliated union GATWU93, pro-labour campaigning 
escalated, and a substantial increase in wage levels finally arrived in 2013. This said, wages 
still remain lower than in garment hubs dominated by male factory workers.  

Wage differentials have been clearly reproduced through a systematic process of social 
construction of skills. As argued by Samita Sen in her study of the jute industry in West 
Bengal94, the language of skills is always gendered, and skill categories may fully overlap 
with social categories. The different language deployed by employers to refer to the male 
and female workforce in the garment industry illustrates this point. While male factory 
workers are generally referred to as ‘tailors’, women workers are generally called 
‘operators’. They are not considered able to make full garments, but simply to engage in 
single assembly-line sub-tasks. Admittedly, in a context where the technical organisation of 
production is mainly based on assembly lines, de-skilling is not merely discursive; assembly-
line work is characterised by repetitive, tedious and alienating tasks. However, it is 
reinforced and legitimated via gendered discursive practices. Women are called operators 
because of their primary deployment in assembly-line production; however, at the same 
time, they are deployed primarily in assembly-line production because women, in a circular 
process that reproduce female labour as a cheap input in production.  

If gendered discourses of work help employers to reproduce and bank on wage-differentials, 
they also shaped specific patterns of labour control reproducing patriarchal norms inside 
factory premises. Supervisors are generally men, and many women workers report gender-
based harassment as a key problem.95 In Bangalore, gender stereotypes are constantly 
mobilised to intensify women’s work. Here, employers often justify their preference for a 
female workforce on the basis of women’s alleged need for less toilet breaks. After all, many 
employers explain in interviews, women have a ‘natural’ lower urge to urinate. Male 
supervisors often deploy abusive comments to discipline workers and remind them of 
production targets. Many may also engage in physical touching or degrading practices, such 
as appealing to sexual visual imagery when talking to their ‘subordinates’ on the shopfloor.96 
Indeed, the factory reproduces the same structures of oppression women often face in their 
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private sphere. It epitomises the stretch of patriarchal norms across realms of production 
and reproduction, subjecting women to multiple masters.  

Across the feminised shopfloor, employers, managers and supervisors need to ensure the 
reproduction of the ‘disposability’ of women workers without threatening the smooth 
development of production activities and targets. In factory-based mass production, 
disposability has to be managed carefully. One of the ways in which this process has taken 
place in both Bangalore and Chennai was through the establishment of a sort of ‘five years 
cycle’ of work, after which women generally stop working in one specific industrial premise 
or company. After five years of service in the same unit, workers would be entitled to 
bonuses, besides maturing key benefits under the Indian law, like ‘gratuity’, that is the 
payment of one-month salary for every year of service.97  

By 2005, one of the most common ways in which disposability was guaranteed was through 
the retention of Provident Fund (PF) contributions, which were only released after the 
worker ‘voluntarily’ resigned. More recently, according to Cividep, employers have also 
developed more aggressive strategies98, like the provision of initial loans to new workers, 
who therefore experience employment in a permanent condition of debt towards 
employers. Arguably, besides ensuring disposability, this practice also greatly reinforces 
labour control throughout the employment period. Furthermore, the relatively recent rise in 
employer-provided dormitories, hosting a new army of women workers migrating from 
northern areas, is expanding labour control well beyond workers’ labouring time, as it is 
already the case in China99 or partially Vietnam100. While involving material strategies, 
disposability is also justified in the realm of representation by appealing to the rhythms of 
Indian women’s life cycle. After all - employers explain - women mainly work ‘before getting 
married’, although this is hardly always the case.  

All these strategies impact upon labour retention. Ironically, many employers lament high 
‘attrition rates’ (turnover), which can reach 25-30 percent per year101. However, this is the 
price employers pay to reproduce workers as disposable. In centres like Tiruppur, labour 
control and disposability are reproduced via strategies consistent with labour 
neobondage.102 Here, the Sumangali scheme, already widespread in the ginning and 
spinning sector, was also deployed by several garment companies to tie young women 
workers for a period of time in exchange for the promise of a lump sum at the end of the 
employment contract.103 In many instances, employers terminated employment contracts 
before agreed dates, retaining final payments due to some supposed breach of contract.  

2) The woman garment homeworker in India 

As explained in earlier sections of this article, garment nodes engaged in niche production of 
highly embellished products, like the NCR, make a massive use of non-factory workers, 
many of whom sweat in home-based settings of different types, particularly, albeit not only, 
in embroidery activities. Across non-factory settings gendered wage differentials are 
extremely high. A recent survey of peripheral workers in the last segment of the garment 
chain in the NCR reveals that overall wages for this category of workers are pushed down 
considerably when women are included in the sample.104 These findings refer to women 
engaged in individual forms of outwork in their own dwelling.  

These women combine productive and reproductive activities, with implications for the 
number of hours they can dedicate to paid work. However, even considering this, their 
wage seems primarily the result of their limited economic opportunities and, in many cases, 
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of their limited mobility outside their neighbourhood. In embroidery, this is true both in 
urban and peri-urban and rural settings. A significant portion of embroidery activities for the 
NCR takes place in rural UP, particularly, albeit not only, in the Bareilly district.105 Overall, 
gendered wage-differentials result from interplays between women’s ‘double-burden’ and 
lack of alternative employment opportunities. In northern India, and particularly among 
Muslim communities, women’s mobility is far lower than in southern areas.106 Women 
embroidery homeworkers tend to stick to one specific employer and/or contractor. This is 
particularly the case in peri-urban and rural settings, where real or perceived (but always 
hierarchical) relations of kinship mediate the employment relation.107  However, field 
findings reveal that also in urban settings women’s restricted mobility places them in the 
hands of those local contractors who are available in given neighbourhoods.108  

Also in home-based contexts, skills are socially constructed. Gendered discourses of work 
imply that women are often given ‘easy work’ involving less significant craft skills and lower 
pay. However, also in this case, even when women homeworkers access orders involving 
more intricate, complex designs, they are still paid lower rates because of their gender and 
more limited opportunities. Overall, both in factories and homework, pay rates hardly 
reflect productivity. They broadly reflect gendered disadvantages.109  

In household where the family is a compound unit of work, women are generally merely 
considered family aids or helpers, rather than ‘proper’ workers. The wage negotiated for the 
whole family never includes a direct, separable reward for their labour. Women are in the 
hands of the family patriarch for the negotiation of the compound wage. Often clubbed into 
the category ‘own-account enterprises’, household units perform, instead, a labouring 
function. It is not a case that data for the NCR shows that own-account operators do not 
earn substantially more than wage workers in micro-units. 110  Crucially, the 
proletarianisation of the family as a unit of production further reinforces women’s 
subordination, as it anchors economic survival to shared forms of self-exploitation in which 
the male family head emerges, at once, as a labour subcontractor (distributing work among 
family members); a labour supervisor (controlling the work of family members), and a co-
worker (himself directly involved in production).  

The walls of the neighbourhood economy also bear implications for patterns of labour 
control. Across non-factory settings, control is not necessarily enforced directly by 
employers or contractors. In fact, it is already guaranteed and enforced by husbands, 
fathers and/or neighbours, who significantly limit women’s access to employment 
opportunities. To an extent, employers and contractors can simply bank on the complex 
system of social control at work across wider domains of social reproduction. If in factory 
settings patriarchal norms are reproduced on the shopfloor, in non-factory settings the 
inclusion of work in the private sphere - the home - directly subjects work rhythms to 
patriarchal norms. In both cases, realms of production and reproduction intimately 
intertwine to guarantee the appropriation of women’s work. To an extent, one could 
characterise the first case as one where the capitalist relation subsumes gendered norms, 
and the second as one where patriarchal rhythms annex labouring processes.    

Finally, for any woman homeworker either engaged in individual outwork or sweating as 
part of a household unit, ‘disposability’ is hardly a myth. Women engaged in individualised 
forms of homeworking are the first workers employers and/or contractors exclude from 
production circuits during times of crisis or lean seasons. Underemployment and 
unemployment are the most pressing issue for these workers, who are over-represented 
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among the most peripheral segments of the contracting ladder.111 Tellingly, in household-
based production, it may be the family male head to exclude women from paid work during 
crises. When work availability is limited, the few opportunities available are reserved to 
male members. Women, merely represented as ‘helpers’ in interviews with their own family 
members, can revert to reproductive tasks to subside the declining family wage. Also in this 
case, the enforcement of disposability is shaped by both productive and reproductive 
pressures, and plays out across both the material and representational sphere.  

Ultimately, both in the case of the women factory worker as in the case of the woman 
home-based worker, processes of labouring take place in ways that guarantee the 
commodification of women’s labouring bodies as cheap(er) inputs in production while also 
ensuring higher rates of exploitation. However, these processes manifest in qualitatively 
different ways. The reproduction of gendered wage-differentials, patterns of labour 
disciplining and ‘disposability’ vary on the basis of women’s positioning along the 
employment ladder, showing how capital and patriarchal norms, and spheres of production 
and reproduction, powerfully articulate in manifold ways, giving rise to varied combinations 
of forms of commodification and forms of exploitation. Indeed, non-class forms of 
oppression and realms of social reproduction strongly shape the process of class formation 
and pave the ways in which distinct categories of workers experience labouring.  

 

Conclusions 

By exploring the case of the Indian garment industry and its highly gendered sweatshop 
regime, this article has attempted to sketch a fruitful way to analyse the interplay and 
articulation between class and gender in global production networks. Contributing to the 
general theme of this special issue, the analysis has combined Feminist and Marxian insights 
in a framework that conceptualises class formation as starting from realms of social 
reproduction, and as characterised by interplays between labour commodification and 
exploitation. The analysis has stressed how these interplays powerfully reproduce gendered 
wage differentials, tighten control over women’s labouring bodies, and reproduce the 
category ‘woman worker’ as intrinsically disposable. Indeed, the links between gendered 
forms of commodification and exploitation crucially shape all the distinct ways in which 
women are turned into subordinated subjects along the global assembly-line. Obviously, the 
ways in which these processes unfold vary on the basis of women’s different positioning on 
the employment ladder and production process, as either factory or non-factory, home-
based workers. In turn, these depend on the ways in which patriarchal norms mediate the 
entry of women into the world of labour across distinct factory and non-factory realms. 
Overall, women are constituted into distinct ‘classes of labour’ on the basis of gendered 
dynamics stretching across reproductive and productive domains, and structuring both 
labour commodification and exploitation.  

The relevance of social reproduction and social oppression in shaping class bears important 
implications for debates on labour unfreedom and struggle, which I briefly sketch in these 
concluding paragraphs. First, the tight interrelation between productive and reproductive 
realms manufactures the female subject into a sweatshop worker in ways that severely limit 
the possibility of this worker to ever be ‘free’. Certainly, the woman worker - as any worker 
under capitalism, for that matter - is not ‘free’ in a liberal sense. If something, as spelt out 
by Banaji112, she may be ‘free’ in a Marxian sense; from subsistence and from means of 
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production. However, even the Marxian conceptualisation of freedom may not fully capture 
her experienced subordination. Arguably, even when exposed to full dispossession, the 
woman labouring poor can only be as free as strict gender norms allow. The proliferation of 
neo-bondage practices in feminised factory realms seems to strongly confirm this point. This 
is to say that the woman worker is always exposed to multiple forms of social unfreedom.113  

Second, once production and reproduction are both considered as two key moments of the 
process of class formation, it becomes impossible to separate ‘productive’ and ‘reproductive’ 
struggles. Or, to put it differently, a sharp, neat distinction between struggles over 
exploitation and commodification114 emerges as increasingly problematic. Indeed, the 
woman labouring poor – based in a factory or outside - experiences subordination at home 
and at work simultaneously, and is ‘managed’ by multiple masters at once. In fact, for large 
swathes of the labouring poor, for whom, in practice, life is work115, one should perhaps 
rethink the ‘social perimeters’ of what can be defined as labour struggles. These perimeters 
should be substantially enlarged, to include those realms of social reproduction that 
reproduce subordination and oppression and pave processes of class formation. Struggles to 
ameliorate the life of the woman labouring poor can only be multiple and articulated, 
targeting the thick walls of the many institutions and spaces where her subordination takes 
place.  
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